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 It was released in 1997. Story Tom and Jerry are two stuffed toys who fight each other in the center of the "Funshine Arcade"
for some reason. The player controls either Tom or Jerry, and can choose from three game modes: Vs. (a fight between Tom
and Jerry), Alliance (a team-based mode), or Freeplay (a stand-alone single-player mode). There are six characters to play as

(four in Vs. and two in Alliance), each with their own set of moves and weapons. Gameplay Tom and Jerry in Fists of Furry is
based on the console action game genre. The game consists of two-player competitive fighting with a wide variety of moves that
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can be performed by each character. Players use the mouse to move and attack, and can select one of three attack modes:
"Super", "Normal", and "Noisy" (based on Tom and Jerry's modes of "normal" attacks, "noisy" attacks, and "super" attacks,
respectively). Players can perform a combo to score more points, by attacking opponents while a special gauge fills up. The

game also features a trainer in Vs. mode that teaches players the basics of fighting. Tom and Jerry can also be controlled with
the keyboard, and the game is also viewable from a first-person perspective. Tom and Jerry in Fists of Furry uses six playable
characters. Each character has a set of four moves, some of which can be performed by each character. Each character has a
special attack as well. They can also use a variety of weapons and equipment. Release Tom and Jerry in Fists of Furry was

released in Japan in 1996 as. It was released in North America by Last Chance Entertainment in 1997. Reception Tom and Jerry
in Fists of Furry received mixed reviews. The Nintendo 64 version was the highest-rated game on GameSpot's N64 portal, and

the game was generally well-received by critics. Jeremy Parish of GameSpot gave the game a 7.7/10, citing "exceptional"
gameplay, "a nicely drawn" presentation, and "amazing" effects as the game's strongest points. The reviewer also praised the

game's four-player competitive gameplay and variety in game modes. Justin Speegle of IGN gave the game a 5.2/10, citing that
the game's anime graphics are lackluster compared to other fighting games and that it does not appeal to 82157476af
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